Abstract. Weaver has recently defined the notion of a quantum relation on a von Neumann algebra. We demonstrate that the corresponding notion of a quantum function between two von Neumann algebras coincides with that of a normal unital * -homomorphism in the opposite direction.
Definition (Weaver, [5, Definition 2.4]). Let M 0 , M 1 and M 2 be von Neumann algebras.
• The diagonal quantum relation on M 0 is the quantum relation M ′ 0 between M 0 and M 0 .
• If V is a quantum relation between M 0 and M 1 , then the inverse 2 of V is the quantum relation V * between M 1 and M 0 .
• If V 0 is a quantum relation between M 0 and M 1 , and V 1 is a quantum relation between M 1 and M 2 , then their composition V 1 •V 0 is the quantum relation between M 0 and M 2 defined by
If we interpret inclusion between quantum relations as the proper generalization of inclusion between classical relations, we arrive immediately at the following definitions.
Definition (Weaver, [5, Definition 2.4]). Let V be a quantum relation on a von Neumann algebra M. Then V is said to be
• reflexive in case M ′ ⊆ V, • symmetric in case V * = V, • antisymmetric in case V ∩ V * ⊆ M ′ , and
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• transitive in case VV ⊆ V.
Thus, Weaver has generalized a large class of mathematical objects including orderings, graphs, equivalence relations, etc.
In foundations, a function from a set X to a set Y is typically defined as a relation F ⊆ Y × X such that for each element x ∈ X, there is exactly one element y ∈ Y such that (y, x) ∈ F . Denoting the diagonal relations on X and Y by ∆ X and ∆ Y respectively, we may restate this condition as a pair of inequalities:
(
It is therefore natural to investigate the quantum relations that satisfy the analogs of these inequalities, i.e., quantum functions. In fact, we show that they correspond exactly to the normal unital * -homomorphisms:
Theorem. Let M ⊆ B(H) and N ⊆ B(K) be von Neumann algebras. There is a canonical bijective correspondence between normal unital * -homomorphisms N −→ M, and quantum functions from M to N . This correspondence is functorial.
Conventions used in this article. Let H be a Hilbert space. If ξ ∈ H, then ξ ∈ B(C, H) is defined byξ(c) = cξ. If V and W are ultraweakly closed subspaces of B(H), then VW = span{vw | v ∈ V, w ∈ W} uw , and V⊗W = span{v ⊗ w | v ∈ V, w ∈ W} uw .
The tensor product of two Hilbert spaces is defined in such a way that H ⊗ C = H = C ⊗ H. The von Neumann algebra of scalar operators on H is denoted by C H .
Definition. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras. Then vN(N , M) denotes the set of normal unital * -homomorphisms N −→ M, and qF(M, N ) denotes the set of quantum functions from M to N .
Functions from Homomorphisms
Let M ⊆ B(H) and N ⊆ B(K) be von Neumann algebras, and let π : N −→ M be a normal unital * -homomorphism. 
Let L and w be as in Theorem 1.1 above.
Homomorphisms from Functions
Let M ⊆ B(H) and N ⊆ B(K) be von Neumann algebras, and V a quantum function from M to N . Lemma 2.1. There exists a family 3 {u α } α∈I of partial isometries in V such that
(1) for all distinct α, β ∈ I, u α u * β = 0, and (2) u * α u α = 1. Proof. Let F be the collection of all sets S of partial isometries in V such that uũ * = 0 whenever u,ũ ∈ S are distinct. Applying Zorn's Lemma, we obtain a maximal such setŜ.
Suppose that u∈Ŝ u * u = 1, and let p = 1 − u∈Ŝ u * u. The subspace Vp is non-zero because 1 ∈ M ′ ⊆ V * V. Therefore, pick v = 0 in Vp ⊆ V. We will now obtain a partial isometry to add toŜ from the polar decomposition of v.
Let W * (V) be the von Neumann algebra generated by V, which is the ultraweakly closed subspace of B(H⊕K) generated by finite words in the elements of V and their conjugates. Since VV Let v = u v |v| be the polar decomposition of x.
Thus, S ∪ {u v } is an element of F strictly larger thanŜ, a contradiction. Definition 2.2. Let G −1 (V) be the normal unital * -homomorphism defined by
where {u α } α∈I is any family of partial isometries in V such that u * α u α = 1 and u α u * β = 0 whenever α = β, and the isometry w I ∈ B(H, K ⊗ ℓ 2 (I)) is defined by w I ξ = α∈I u α ξ ⊗ e α . Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 above to obtain a family {u α } α∈I of partial isometries in V such that u * α u α = 1 and u α u * β = 0 whenever α = β. Let w I = u α ⊗ê α ∈ B(H, K ⊗ ℓ 2 (I)). For all ξ ∈ H,
Thus, w I is an isometry, and we may now define a normal unital completely positive map
By the Double Commutant Theorem, π I (N ) ⊆ M, so π I may be viewed as a normal unital * -homomorphism N −→ M.
If {u α } α∈J is another family of partial isometries that satisfies α∈J u * α u α = 1 and u α u * β = 0 for distinct α, β ∈ J, we may obtain in the same way a normal unital * -homomorphism π J : N −→ M. However, for all b ∈ N ,
Thus, π I is independent of our choice of family {u α } α∈I , and we may define G −1 (V) = π I . Proof. Let {u α } α∈I be a family of partial isometries in G(π) such that α∈I u * α u α = 1 and u α u * β = 0 whenever α = β. For all b ∈ N ,
Thus, we have defined a function
Let L be a Hilbert space, and let w 0 , w 1 ∈ B(H, K ⊗ L) be isometries such that
Lemma 3.3. Let V be a quantum function from M to N , and let {u α } u∈I and w I be as in Definition 2.2.
Proof. By definition,
2 (I) and v ∈ V. Then for all α ∈ I, Proof. For k ∈ {0, 1}, let V k ∈ qF(M, N ), and let {u α } α∈I k be a family of partial isometries in V k such that u α u * β = 0 for distinct α, β ∈ I k , and u * α u α = 1. We may assume that I 0 and I 1 have equal, non-zero cardinality by throwing in indexed instances of the zero partial isometry where necessary. Thus, we may choose a unitary s ∈ B(ℓ 2 (I 0 ), ℓ 2 (I 1 )).
′ . By Lemma 3.3 above,
Choosing an arbitrary unit vector f ∈ ℓ 2 (I 1 ), we conclude that 
). By Theorem 3.5, we conclude that G(π 1 )G(π 0 ) = G(π 0 • π 1 ). Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.3.
Definition 4.4. Let vN be the category whose objects are von Neumann algebras, and whose morphisms are normal unital * -homomorphisms.
Definition 4.5. Let qF be the following category:
• The objects of qF are von Neumann algebras.
• For any two objects M and N , a morphism from M to N is a quantum function from M to N . • For any two morphisms V 0 ∈ qF(M 0 , M 1 ) and
• For any object M, the identity morphism at M is the quantum function M ′ ∈ qF(M, M). Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.2, Proposition 4.3, and Theorem 3.5.
